
National Level Competitions
on the Occasion of

Wildlife Week Celebrations 2022
(HYBRID MODE)

Organised by

Research Department of Zoology - Save Green Club

In collaboration with

OISCA International, Japan

DATE: 11.10.2022 Time: 1.30 - 3.30 pm

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/3EqGBPdTkbEJ9Mzf6

https://forms.gle/3EqGBPdTkbEJ9Mzf6


GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. This competition is open to all Undergraduate and Postgraduate students.

2. Registration should be done on or before 11.10.2022 through the registration

link. https://forms.gle/3EqGBPdTkbEJ9Mzf6

3. Join the WhatsApp group at the time of registration to get the update

4. Students can register for more than 1 competition only

5. No hired accompanist permitted for group events

6. Participants should wear their institutional ID

7. Time limit for all the events will be strictly followed

8. Lunch and refreshments will not be provided

9. Vulgarity and obscenity will not be entertained in any form

10. Participants will be judged on Creativity, Utilization of Resources, Artistic

composition & design, Eco-friendly rating, Utility of the Product and Overall

Presentation

11. The decision of the judges will be final

12. Ties will be handled by the judges

https://forms.gle/3EqGBPdTkbEJ9Mzf6


RULES FOR THE PARTICIPANTS:

PAINTING

1. This is a solo event

2. The painting competition will be conducted through hybrid mode.

3. The theme of the painting will be given by the judges on the spot.

4. Duration will not be more than 1 hour.

5. Painting can be done using watercolors.

6. Candidates shall bring their own material like brushes, paints, etc.

7. A4 sheet will be provided by the organizer for offline participants.

ARTOUT OFWASTE

1. This is a solo event

2. Maximum 2 participants per department.

3. The required waste material and stationery like scissors, thread, etc. should be brought by

the participants.

4. Waste material could be anything like tetra packs, bottles, newspapers, old utensils, jute

material, or any second-hand items that otherwise would be thrown away.

5. The material would be rejected if not found to be a waste product or a second-hand item.

ORATORICAL

Theme: Ecosystem Restoration

1. This is a solo event.

2. The speech is to be 5 minutes in length.

3. Appropriate gestures are allowed. Properties are not allowed.

4. No copyrighted speeches shall be used in the contest.

5. The contestant should use up-to-date factual information.


